
That One Luminous Channel 
 “Your region becomes embedded in you.”—Anne Sexton 

 
She means growing up near the sea  
or a cornfield, the breaking waves 
becoming as much your rhythm  
as the rise and fall of your mother’s  
breath, the scent of ripe corn  
as much the taste on your tongue  
as your father’s tobacco. 
 
But if you stay no place long enough  
to become its child, no place 
long enough for the sea to stretch your vision, 
for corn silk to wrap your bones, 
then only what is similar from place  
to place can embed itself,  
and your region is metaphor. 
 
Everywhere you know the storm  
gathering, the descending 
pressure startling the hairs 
on your arms, widening your eyes 
for the first flash, furrowing 
your ears for thunder’s seed.  You can 
taste metal on the back of your tongue 
 
barely sweetened by the smell of rain. 
Over the whole earth, lightning bursts 
100 times each second, and you want 
a few seconds of one thin ribbon 
sending out waves of rarefaction, 
compression, illuminated thunder; you 
want one thunderbolt, one long moment 
 
in the third eye of Shiva the destroyer, and 
in the next moment the thunder seed 
growing in the beat of your heart, the in and out 
of your breath, the dilating and contracting 
of your irises while you count the seconds  
from the next flash to the next thunder 
and closer and closer it comes. 
 
  



  
 
 
 

Hide and Seek II 
                after Pavel Tchelitchew's Caché Caché 
 
 
I drank from old china 
overfilled with tales of growing up 
once beneath a willow's lazy branches 
 
I stood for a first kiss, touched off 
tremors between my his wet lips and toes 
cooled by soil.       I begged for more. 
 
High in those massive branches 
that wept so languidly 
I spat the nails to build my second home. 
 
From there I practice falling 
practice staying loose 
practice to prevent fractured bone. 
 
I notice now every fall 
deepens an earthen cradle 
deepens an impression of me among willow's roots. 
 
 
 
(First published poem in adulthood, not in a college magazine; I didn’t keep good records 
than and don’t know when I first wrote it.  My memory is that it came once, as is.) 
(published in Prickly Pear, Fall 1983) (a small-press magazine that published for a few 
years out of Tucson, AZ) 
  



  

Apologia 
 
I rarely know what is me 
until I happen, 
so I don't know what to hide 
 
or what isn't me, 
so I don't know where to hide. 
 
I amuse myself by crossing 
my arms over my chest 
as if for protection, 
but my heart's rarely there 
where it's supposed to be, 
sitting more often on my sleeve, 
my shoulder, my right knee, 
in the middle of my forehead. 
 
I am surprised how genuine 
what I am not can be 
and how fatuous what I turn out 
to be can seem. 
  



To Harrow the Sea 
after a reading by Robert Duncan 

 
aloneness measured 
imagined, urging 
a grey poet toward his paradox 
knowing what he does    
not believe 
                   disbelief enchants knowledge 
and births a goddess 
a woman bereft of women who serves 
aphrodisiac on somnolent feet 
that multiply from the rhymed silences 
of a man who dances with his bare hands 
the choreography of an ocean 
that is not merely haunted but harrowed 
 
to harrow the sea 
to descend through the ages past sirens 
past a decapitated priestess 
and rake the soil of oceanus 
with unyellowed teeth 
requires disbelief 
and a poet’s faith 
that disturbing the deep nourishes seeds 
  



Wedding Day 
 after reading “Tomorrow you had better” –Sappho, translated by Mary Barnard 
 
We went to the meadow that day 
because it was time. 
He found me lacing clover flowers, 
sweet chains for myself. 
He took the one ring from my throat, 
made two velvet crowns, 
added bluebells and rosemary, 
repeated what Sappho had said, 
     whoever wears flowers 
     attracts the happy Graces 
then, he inclined his own head, 
and broken chains lay everywhere. 
  



I love you 
 
I love the skin of you most of all. 
 
Love is not  
what mommy and daddy did. 
 
Love is the skin before you, 
the skin that imagines you, 
the foreskin, 
yours and mine 
where they touch. 
  



A Love Story 
 for Ron 
 
Night dies.  Even now 
low on the horizon sun 
enrapts this blue world. 
 
At mid-day sun leans 
spending itself heavily 
green with iris scent. 
 
Day falls and sun bows 
golden to moon beholding 
iris in white light. 
 
Midnight.  Through the curve 
of the cypress, iris throws  
its wild scent to stars. 
  



Blue Sky 
for Tobias James 

 
Pale at its edges, sky opens  
to the deep blue of your eyes.   
In the south, thick white clouds fly 
stretching east — 
the image of a still lake  
releasing its morning flock. 
 
Tree shadows shorten.  Behind  
northern mountains, thunderheads  
that will shade the afternoon  
form to bestow an evening storm  
or perhaps a few fat drops 
for the garden we’ve planted. 
 
A clear western horizon lies before you  
naked in your bassinet  
while the ever-present breeze takes  
your breath and gives it back.   
As always, desire compels — 
you suck your fist, gather dreams. 
  



I Hope To Be There 
“At a time like the present . . . .”  Albert Einstein in his essay on “The Theory of Relativity” 

 
We measure time 
mainly by the apparent 
movement of the sun, dividing 
that seeming orbit into 24 
equal hours. 
 
But that false path  
is ecliptic relative  
to our equator, and our 
way elliptical.  The steady circle  
we see is not.  
 
Accuracy 
demands an illusory  
mean sun with a regular speed, 
keeping solar time, 12 minutes faster 
or slower than 
 
real time, clock time. 
The 1780 tall  
walnut case clock in the dining  
room chiming 10:30 first rang in Thames 
Valley, which is 
 
7 hours 
away or 8, depending 
on the season.  The Ingraham   
kitchen clock will chime sooner or later, 
depending on 
 
how tightly wound. 
The 8-day Westminster clock  
from London has not chimed for months. 
I miss it waking me at 3 a.m. 
to see the night sky. 
 

 (more) 
  
  



Astronomers 
note every observation 
with Universal Time, which is 
5 hours fast on Eastern Standard Time. 
They must also 
 
note the details 
of date, telescope, and  
magnification, eyes they use  
to see apparent cosmos.  It’s some time 
past 10.  Outside, 
 
the streets empty,  
I contemplate stars, recall 
Papa drawing shapes, teaching names 
of constellations, imagine times when 
I will trace myths 
 
for grandchildren. 
The moon is fat, reminding  
me of a chrysalis attached 
to our passion vine.  I watched it shed skin,  
wrap itself white. 
 
Now it clings to 
a stem like a folded, dead  
bloom.  When the cocoon splits, a Gulf 
Fritillary will be apparent at  
that present time. 
  



On This Desert (or Ice Cream Dream) 
 
Violet doves brood 
on strips of just uncovered  
night bared between the light  
rising warmth of what could  
only be pistachio eyes. 
 
Ocotillos flame 
striped wren cries whip silence  
green between saguaro's  
wings and dark pears’ refrain 
demands scooped sky, agavé ears. 
 
You climb mesquite roots,  
chew cholla spines and wait 
for needled stars’ debate 
on what should have been and  
this.  Don’t speak.  It won’t change a thing. 
 
Tulips are an incongruous being. 
  



a fool for love 
 “. . . at dawn a donkey sobbing.”  — Anais Nin 

You walk from edges  
of unnumbered dawns  
toward each dusk with  
your mind in a bag  
on your back, your heart  
beating beneath your  
many-colored coat,  
the wild dog biting  
your left leg white. You  
walk past wide-open  
mouths of crocodiles,  
past fallen obelisks, 
your waist circled with  
lotus blossoms and  
constellations, past  
papyrus fields. You  
walk toward the one  
you were made to bear, 
the one who also wept. 
  



The Open Door 
 
Papa Wood said gin 
in a voice mahogany as the table 
he laid his hand out on. 
My hands were too small 
to hold eleven cards 
so we played with seven 
all that summer 
and kept a running score 
where I learned to add 
and subtract. 
 
In the deep green of the afternoons,  
my hands aching from stretching 
to riffle the whole pack, 
I sat in the crook of Papa's arm. 
He peeled back onion skin pages  
to show me words, how to sound them,  
how to let them shuffle the center of me  
where Papa Wood still stands  
naked as peeled onion, washed  
white as ash wood in the early morning  
light he subtracted himself from, 
his eyes filled with the open door, 
mine with the seasoned shine of his skin. 
  



The Rhythm of Light 
 
A short trip to grandparents or across  
the country to yet another new home,  
we traveled by night on two-lane highways —  
mother in charge of maps, thermos, baby,  
discipline; father driving with his wrists,  
his hands patting air to the rhythms  
of Patsy Cline or young Willie Nelson. 
 
We slept in the back, brother on the ledge  
under the rear window, sisters sharing  
the seat until we felt crowded and took  
turns — one on the seat, the other the floor 
— a pallet of suitcases, coats, pillows 
level the hump.  I put myself to sleep  
 
watching the headlights of oncoming cars 
project our rearview mirror, a shadow  
above the passenger door.  The image  
hung there, stretched slowly, then flickered and  
snapped away as each car passed.  Sleeping has  
always been hard for me — daddy walking  
 
the floor, me over his shoulder, patting  
my back, careful not to bump his head on  
the bare bulb reflected in the dresser  
mirror, or standing still until I cried  
again, then turning, striding the short span 
of the single room the three of us shared.   
 
Now the changing pattern of TV lights  
beats a rhythm on my closed lids until  
the eyes in my brain shut, letting me sleep — 
where I still see the white line my father  
straddled on that empty road we traveled 
through salt deserts in Utah, infinity  
intimated in the span of headlights. 
  



When She Died, I Was  . . . 
 
Busy in the backyard, showing  
the exterminator tiny pellets,  
signs that mark where wind blows  
termites, where they set up home,  
where bromide can be sprayed,  
a cure that will spare the cats,  
the birds, us, all life, except  
 
that which turns wood to dust. 
Taking the phone, seeing  
the message splayed across his face,  
I thought how termite leavings  
resemble poppy seeds, thanked  
the voice, walked into our gazebo 
where I’d retreated before, 
 
but the grieving would not be  
constrained to one corner 
of this backyard, one pair  
of paralyzed legs, one little girl  
sitting under dried cedar 
feeling the syncopated beats  
of her own collapsing heart. 
 
After she died, I was washing,  
dressing her, brushing her hair,  
nothing out of place, except the obvious, 
calling my sisters, watching them  
kiss her forehead, hearing how 
they’d prayed for death, knowing  
I’d wanted to be there.  
 

(stanza break) 
  



After cremation, pouring ashes  
into the mahogany jewelry box  
daddy had given her, her name  
bronzed on the lid, the breeze taking 
the smallest particles, flying the thousand miles, reading aloud the poem she wrote  
for him, tracing her name next to his. 
 
Home, again.  In the gazebo,  
Curtains of grape leaves turn grey  
morning green, the yellow roses  
she loves, the trumpet vine  
where a hummingbird dips head to flower, 
draws a crescent moon, I am glad for  
cedar, where termites never go.  
  



Sunday at the VA 
 
up concrete stairs 
to solid double doors 
one gratefully propped open 
 
out of the rain and into 
a lobby of worn pews 
and housecoated boys and men 
 
i pick my way through 
those who have come to touch friends 
husbands  fathers  brothers 
sons  uncles  lovers 
i close my ears to fasten my eyes on letters 
that spell s t a i r w a y 
my arms strain the door past 
the vacuum tube that closes it 
on this flood 
 
concrete again 
for time to gather strength 
against the fourth floor fire 
door, against the abysmal moans of the captain 
whose colon has betrayed him, against 
the private whose only complete sentence is 
'Are you my mother?' 
against the corporal who sits in a wheelchair 
fully automated except for eyes 
that wish, against 
the sergeant who wears a mask that leaks 
at the corners of his mouth 
 
i turn into that doorway 
see his face naked 
and turn out again 
to hold up walls that hold up ceilings 
until a chair is found 

(stanza break) 
  



where i spend years 
trying to smoke that face away 
but i can only cloud the fine clear lines 
agony has etched 
the pale blues and greys 
death has stroked 
overanxious to be finished 
the brush too wet 
the colors run at the corners 
of the mouth 
          
of the sergeant i remember 
is waiting, expecting me 
 
signaling my approach this time 
i give him time to protect us 
smiling eyes soft he says 
'I heard you leave before.  I'm sorry.' 
 
i bite his favorite response to apologies 
'didn't ask for a character reference' 
while he explains 
that it isn't only the pain of broken ribs 
plastic tubes 
skin rubbed raw on bone 
it's also whys unanswered 
regrets, what'll happen when 
he's gone 
 
and the man 
who showed himself only in small spaces 
talks forever 
the man whose only advice was 
'you'll have to figure it yourself' 
gives all he thinks he has 
the man who couldn't cry 
grieves now 
 
i leave in the dark 
but stop outside to look up at his window 
he stares down hard 
as if memorizing me 
hair tousled like a young boy 
fresh from a bath 
he looks scrubbed clean 
i stand in the rain, smile 
throw a last kiss 

(stanza break) 
 



and i wonder if this day has been 
my reward for returning 
and his for dying 
 


